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ABSTRACT

Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) have been in crisis during the COVID-19 pandemic. Much needed vaccines have been sent and continue to be sent to LAC from many countries either through donations or contracted sales. The U.S., China, and Russia have been primary players in vaccine distribution in LAC. This paper explores diplomatic affects of U.S., Chinese, and Russian vaccine distribution in LAC as it seeks to identify shifts in global dynamics and relationships in the region.
INTRODUCTION

Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC) has been in crisis during the COVID-19 pandemic. According to recent Johns Hopkins University data, Latin America and the Caribbean combined have suffered more COVID-19 related deaths per capita than the U.S. and Canada combined. At the time of writing this article, Peru has the highest death rate in the world. As of August 2021, Brazil has seen the second-highest number of COVID related deaths, after the U.S., with more than half a million deaths so far. Mexico, Peru, and Colombia also rank among the top ten in the world for COVID related deaths.¹

While LAC countries only represent about 8% of the world’s population, they have had almost a third of the world’s COVID-19 related deaths.² Many LAC countries had weak healthcare systems even before the pandemic and COVID-19 has been a serious challenge for them. LAC countries have been in desperate need of any help they could get.

Though LAC is far from out of this pandemic, many state and non-state organizations quickly came to their aid in many forms, whether with donations or willingness to contract sales. The U.S., China, and Russia were all involved with vaccine distribution in LAC. With that came aspects of vaccine diplomacy from all countries involved. Vaccine distribution in LAC has been complicated. The 6 largest countries in LAC received vaccines from at least five different companies. Mexico contracted with 10 different companies.³ There has been a


². See note 1.

steady flow of announcements coming from LAC countries concerning new vaccine authorizations, contracts, donations, and shipment reception as countries are constantly fighting to get supplies through whatever pipeline they can find.

In order to understand the role vaccine diplomacy has played in LAC, and could potentially play in the future, it is important to analyze the details and timeline of U.S, Chinese, and Russian vaccine distribution. All of these countries are still under-vaccinated so these dynamics will continue to play out for at least the near future. This paper seeks to shine a light on vaccine distribution related events in LAC from the start of the pandemic until August 2021 as well as spark a conversation about what some of these events could potentially mean for U.S, Chinese, and Russian relations in the region. Ultimately, this paper seeks to identify shifts in global dynamics and relationships within LAC due to vaccine diplomacy.

PANDEMIC AID TO LAC PRIOR TO VACCINE AVAILABILITY

The U.S strategy at the early stages of the pandemic was to first attend to the needs of their own population. As stated by White House Press Secretary, Jen Psaki, “The administration’s focus is on ensuring that every American is vaccinated, and once we accomplish that objective we’re happy to discuss further steps beyond that.” Since the 1950s the US has been a major donor to LAC. Because of that, the U.S. delay to send aid to LAC was not typical. The devastating effects of the pandemic erased every kind of normalcy around the world, and this was just another example of it. Although the relationship between the U.S. and some LAC countries had become more strained in the few years prior to the

pandemic as the U.S reduced funding to some Central American countries as a strategy to reduce illegal migrants, the U.S. struggle to manage its own public health crisis was a scenario completely apart from prior U.S. politics in the region.

In the early stages of the pandemic, while the U.S. delayed aid to LAC in order to focus on the crisis in their own country, China quickly seized upon the opportunity to fill that need. As early as February 2020, China began providing medical-related donations to Latin America. According to a study by Telias & Urdinez, between February and June 2020 China sent $128 million of donations to the region. For some it may have seemed like Beijing was coming to their rescue while the U.S. focus was on themselves. Senior Honduran official, Carlos Alberto Madero, demonstrated that sentiment when he said, “The Honduran people start to see that China is helping its allies and we start to ask ourselves why ours are not helping us.”

In July 2020, leaders from Argentina, Barbados, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Trinidad and Tobago, and Uruguay met in a meeting with China’s foreign Affairs Minister. China’s Foreign Ministry spokesperson, Wang Wenbin, stated that the meeting was to “consolidate consensus between


the two sides on jointly fighting the pandemic, cement political mutual trust, uphold multilateralism, build with concrete steps a community with a shared future for China and Latin American and Caribbean countries.” In this meeting China offered a $1 billion dollar loan, accessible to LAC countries, for vaccine purchases. This offer is in-line with China’s past interactions in LAC. China has already been loaning billions of dollars to LAC over the last decade as part of their Belt and Road Initiative.

FIRST LAC COVID-19 VACCINE DELIVERIES AND INOCULATIONS

Though vaccine clinical trials had been happening in LAC since June 2020, the first official COVID-19 inoculations in LAC took place on Christmas Eve, 2020 in Mexico, Costa Rica, and Chile. All three of these countries used vaccines purchased from Pfizer shipped in directly from their production plant in Belgium. A few days later Argentina administered


11. See note 3.


their first inoculations using the Russian Sputnik V vaccine.\textsuperscript{13} In January and February some of the largest countries in Latin America began vaccinating their people. Brazil’s first vaccination was with China’s Sinovac vaccine.\textsuperscript{14} Peru used China’s Sinopharm.\textsuperscript{15} Colombia used Pfizer.\textsuperscript{16} Venezuela used the Russian Sputnik V.\textsuperscript{17}

COVAX INITIATIVE IN LAC

Another important part in LAC vaccine distribution is the World Health Organization (WHO) program, COVAX. Starting in March 2021, COVAX started sending vaccines to eligible LAC countries.\textsuperscript{18} That same month the U.S. committed $4 billion towards COVAX, more than any other country.\textsuperscript{19} COVAX is a global collaboration to accelerate the


13. See note 3.


18. See note 3.

development and production of COVID vaccine and create fair and equitable access to COVID vaccines in every country.\textsuperscript{20}

By design of its mission, COVAX deemphasizes the identity of its donors which has suppressed the region’s understanding of the US’s role in the 215 million doses already distributed globally as of August 2021.\textsuperscript{21} Though China has recently pledged to donate to COVAX, China has not yet made contributions.\textsuperscript{22} Instead, COVAX, which is primarily funded through donations, has bought vaccines from China for distribution throughout the world.\textsuperscript{23}

\textbf{U.S., CHINESE VACCINE DISTRIBUTION METHODS COMPARED}

Though the U.S. provided more funding to COVAX than any other country, their role in LAC vaccine donations is not emphasized, especially when vaccines distributed by COVAX may sometimes be Chinese products. U.S. based company, Pfizer, has contracted 213.2 million doses of COVID-19 vaccine sales in LAC, more than any other U.S. company. Their deliveries, however, are flown in directly from its production plant in Belgium, further demphasizing the U.S.’s place, even from the private sector, in global vaccine distribution.\textsuperscript{24}

\begin{itemize}
  \item 24. See note 3.
\end{itemize}
In contrast, when a contracted Chinese shipment is received, it is flown in on a plane directly from China. Vaccines are unloaded in crates printed with Chinese writing. Chinese vaccine delivery has been designed for photo ops. Additionally, China has tried portraying themselves in social media and state media as coming to LAC’s aid, regardless of the fact that most vaccines they have delivered to the region were sold, not donated. At this point it is not possible to know to what extent this impression has affected LAC views on China versus the United States, but it is valuable to recognize the difference.

VACCINE DEPLOYMENT TO LAC MARCH TO AUGUST 2021

During the first few months after the start of inoculations in LAC, the U.S. faced much criticism from both LAC governments and the media for not contributing enough vaccines to the region. Finally, in March 2021 the U.S. announced plans to send 2.5 million vaccines to Mexico, its first direct donation to a LAC country. Later, in May 2021, President Biden announced that the U.S. would donate 80 million vaccines for global use.

U.S. global vaccine donations started to dramatically take off in June 2021. From June until August 2021 there has been a constant flow of announcements from the U.S. Department of State of either plans to send vaccines or reported safe deliveries of vaccines to LAC. Throughout the months of June, July and August 2021 the US has reported donations


of millions of vaccine doses to 15 Latin American countries and all countries in the Caribbean Community (CARICOM). The U.S. has also announced plans to continue to donate vaccines to LAC throughout the latter half of 2021 and first half of 2022.

As of Aug 2021, Chinese companies have contracted 358.85 million doses to Latin America. Russia has contracted 185.8 million doses with Latin America for the Sputnik V vaccine. U.S. companies have contracted 544.6 million doses to the region. European company Oxford-AstraZeneca has contracted 360.04 million doses. Looking purely at vaccine doses contracted to be delivered to LAC countries, 37% are from U.S. companies, 25% from Chinese companies, another 25% from the European company Oxford-AstraZeneca, and 13% for Russia’s Sputnik V.

VACCINE DIPLOMACY

Vaccine diplomacy is the use of vaccines to improve a country’s diplomatic relations and influence in other countries. Though countries might not admit to it, vaccine diplomacy is obviously some type of a driving force when it comes to vaccine distribution. Vaccine donations or sales to a particular region may come with hope for trade aspirations in the future. It may be done to smooth over poor diplomatic relationships. It may be used to sway a country’s actions in the donor’s favor.

Though more U.S. companies contract vaccine sales in the region than China or Russia, there is need to be concerned about what role these sales have had to shift relations in


30. See note 3.
the region. Pfizer, Moderna, and Johnson and Johnson, all privately owned companies, do not have the type of political interests as state-owned companies like China’s Sinovac or Sinopharm. Russia’s vaccine, Sputnik V, is also produced by a government controlled research facility.

CHINESE VACCINE DIPLOMACY

An example of the great power China has during this pandemic, because they have vaccines they are able to distribute globally, is their ability to sell and possibly influence decisions in Brazil despite many Brazilian leaders being highly critical of China. Throughout the pandemic, rhetoric from Brazilian leaders has shown mistrust towards China. Brazil’s president, Jair Bolsonaro, has speculated that the pandemic might be the result of “biological warfare” from China. His son, Brazilian federal lawmaker and top foreign policy advisor, Eduardo Bolsonaro, has tweeted that the coronavirus is “China’s fault”. Brazilian Education Minister, Abraham Weintraub, tweeted suggesting that the coronavirus is part of China’s “plan for world domination.” Former Brazilian foreign affairs minister, Ernesto Araújo, has referred to it as the “comunavirus”.

31. See note 3.


Despite Brazil’s top officials’ views on China, Brazil purchased 160 million doses of vaccine from China. Though Brazil may be one of the LAC countries least willing to politically embrace China, the country was still able to leave their mark in Brazil and get their foot in the door with the vaccine, possibly opening room for future contracts. The most notable impact vaccine diplomacy in Brazil has had for China is Brazil’s reversal of a prior decision to exclude the Chinese company, Huawei, from their 5G network soon after making agreements with China to purchase vaccines.

Additionally, the Dominican Republic has also reversed a prior decision that banned Huawei from building their 5G network. Less than two weeks after announcing that Huawei would not be excluded from consideration, they received their first vaccine shipment from China. Brazil and the Dominican Republic’s decisions could have strategic repercussions for the U.S. since inclusion of Chinese 5G network telecommunications equipment in these countries would make it more difficult for the U.S to provide sensitive intelligence and other information to these LAC partners.

Telias and Urdinez studied mask donations from China to LAC countries during the pandemic. They found that mask donations from China were 70% smaller in LAC countries with diplomatic ties to Taiwan. The lack of donations to countries that maintained diplomatic

36. See note 3.


40. See note 25.
relations with Taiwan suggests an agenda. In March 2021, unofficial brokers with access to Chinese vaccines offered a deal to Paraguay. They tried to pursed Paraguay to abandon its longtime ally, Taiwan, and diplomatically recognize China in exchange for millions of vaccine doses. Though the Chinese government denies connection to these brokers, others argue that it is unlikely anyone else would have access to this amount of Chinese vaccine to make this offer.

In March 2021, unofficial brokers with access to Chinese vaccines offered a deal to Paraguay. They tried to pursed Paraguay to abandon its longtime ally, Taiwan, and diplomatically recognize China in exchange for millions of vaccine doses. Though the Chinese government denies connection to these brokers, others argue that it is unlikely anyone else would have access to this amount of Chinese vaccine to make this offer.

In February 2021, Guyana agreed to let Taiwan set up a trade office in their country. China responded demanded that they “avoid setting up any official institutions” and to correct their “mistake.” Just 24 hours later the deal was called off. Less than a month later Guyana received a vaccine shipment donated China. Though there have been no official statements on to why the trade office deal with Taiwan was canceled, it is possible that vaccine diplomacy played at least some role.

In March, 2021, Honduras publicly committed to the possibility of opening a trade office in China as they sought to acquire COVID-19 vaccines. Unlike Guyana, they made it clear why Honduras, a country who recognizes Taiwan as a sovereign state, would choose this action. President of Honduras, Juan Orlando Hernández, stated, “to buy the Chinese

41. See note 5.


vaccine we have to look for a diplomatic bridge. This action by Honduras could be a step in the direction of changing their recognition of Taiwan.

Finally, if any LAC country chooses to accept the $1 billion loan offer for vaccine purchases made by China in July 2020, they will become indebted to China. Many LAC countries are already indebted to China and furthering that debt would only strengthen China’s influence in the region. Further dependency on China would ensure LAC’s continued support for plans like the Belt and Road Initiative.

RUSSIAN VACCINE DIPLOMACY

Russia has had mixed results in vaccine diplomacy in LAC. Russia has made positive shifts in building a relationship with Mexico. In January 2021, while the U.S. still was not sending donations to other countries, Mexico contracted to purchase Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine. As one of the more populated countries in LAC, Mexico has struggled to get enough vaccines and the opportunity to purchase vaccines from Russia was welcomed. Soon after contracting, Mexico’s president, Andres Manual, invited Russian president, Vladmir Putin to visit. It is significant that at that point President Biden had not yet received any invitation to visit from Mexico since taking office. Still, as of July 3, 2021, Mexico only received 4.1


47. See note 7.


49. Andrés Manuel (@lopezobrador_), “Conversamos con el presidente de la Federación Rusa, Vladmir Putin, y se mostró genuinamente afectuoso. Lo invité a visitar México…” Twitter, January 25, 2020, https://twitter.com/lopezobrador_/status/1353732942904709123
million of the 24 million doses contracted. This has been a global trend. Russia has gotten behind in vaccine manufacturing. If Russia cannot deliver when needed, what gains in diplomacy they have made may not last.

Argentina’s president, Alberto Fernandez, initially responded to Russia’s distribution of the Sputnik V vaccine in his country by publicly thanking Putin. Sputnik V was the first vaccine Argentina was able to obtain. Though Argentina started negotiations with Pfizer early, the ability to come to an agreement for purchase was easier and much quicker with Russia than it was with Pfizer. After contracting sales with Argentina, Russia soon fell behind in production and has not been able to deliver all that was agreed on. In July 2021, Argentinian presidential advisor Cecilia Nicolini wrote an email to the CEO of the Russian Direct Investment Fund stating that “the entire contract is at risk of being canceled.” At that point Russia owed Argentina more than 18 million doses of vaccine. August, 2021 Argentinian Health Minister, Carla Vizzotti, and Nicolini personally traveled in Russia to discuss vaccine production.


Russian distribution of Sputnik V seemed to initially be received favorably by Bolivia’s leadership as well and may have produced some developing shifts in their favor. Soon after Russia contracted 5.2 million doses of vaccine to Bolivia, their president, Luis Arce, was on the phone with Putin discussing reviving Russian investments in Bolivia. Topics included building a nuclear power plant, lithium mining, and gas reserves. More recently, in August 2021, those conversations have continued. The Kremlin reported that Arce’s and Putin’s August phone call discussed, “cooperation in combating the coronavirus infection” as well as Russian-Bolivian cooperation in trade, energy, and humanitarian exchanges. Still, as of June 2021, Bolivia has only received 750,000 doses of Sputnik V of the 5.2 million that were originally contracted.

Russian vaccine diplomacy has helped Russia smooth over relationships with Colombia, who had chosen to expel two Russian officials just three months prior to Russia and Colombia making a vaccine deal. According to Leonid Sboiko, first secretary at the Russian Embassy in Colombia, “Cooperating on the vaccines is the most pressing issue right now, and is going to positively influence [Colombia and Russia’s] bilateral relationship.” This decision surprised some since Colombia is one of America’s closest allies in the region and members of Colombia’s right-wing party, Democratic Center, have criticized Russia’s


involvement in Latin America in the past. Colombia’s president, Iván Duque, is a member of the Democratic Center Party.\(^5^8\)

Russian vaccine delays caused Guatemala to cancel their order in July 2021. The vaccine delay resulted in criticism of the Guatemalan government, a call for an investigation, and a demand for resignation of Guatemala's president, Alejandro Giammettei, from social, educational, and humanitarian organizations.\(^5^9\) In Guatemala Russian vaccine diplomacy failed.

**U.S. CONSIDERATIONS**

Helping LAC combat COVID-19 is in the strategic interest of the U.S. Though vaccine diplomacy in the region may not have necessarily weakened the U.S.'s relationship with LAC, it has allowed for China, and to some extent Russia, to strengthen their influence. Widespread vaccine donations from the U.S. government that have taken place during the months of June, July, and August 2021 are a step in the right direction to prevent stronger Chinese and Russian influence in the region. There has already been complaints from LAC governments about the low efficiency of Chinese vaccines and the recent shortage of Russian vaccines is starting to cause disapproval among LAC customers. This is the time for the U.S. to let LAC know they are not forgotten.

First, U.S. global medical aid will help stop the virus from spreading and mutating, something that eventually could have devastating effects in the U.S. if not kept in check abroad. Also, the pandemic has and will continue to have socioeconomic effects in LAC. By helping these countries manage the disease, the U.S. is also helping the region towards economic recovery. This could potentially curb the amount of migrants trying to cross into

58. See note 48.

the United States to escape the affects of an economic crisis. As LAC countries try to recover, the U.S. can play an important role in aiding in that recovery. Aiding LAC to rebuild their economy will help rebuild alliances.

The U.S. must also do more to spread awareness of its efforts and push back against narratives saying that they had neglected LAC. One way that could be done is by increasing the presence of U.S. personnel at vaccine distribution sites. That would send a stronger message that it is the U.S. who is sharing this vaccine. By creating a clear and honest narrative of U.S. aid to the region, the U.S. will strengthen ties that are important to keep strong with their hemispheric neighbors.

Recent election results in some LAC countries have made some political analysts question if LAC is starting to slide into a new “Pink Tide”. The Pink Tide refers to the LAC turn towards left-wing governments during the start of the 21st century accompanied by ideological trends that were at times anti-American, populist, and authoritarian leaning. A new Pink Tide would surely have support from Russia and China, and it would not be in U.S. interest. It is important for the U.S. to continue to maintain strong relationships within the region. Though sharing vaccines is only part of the solution, it should not be ignored.

CONCLUSION

Vaccine diplomacy has clearly created shifts in some LAC countries in favor of China. Russia may have seen some benefits as well, though vaccine shortages have severely hampered their impact. This paper discusses observations made through what is available in government press releases and private and public media. At the time of writing this paper, August 2021, there is still more to be observed, more sales that will be made, and more unknown factors involving this global pandemic. With such an unknown future, it is important to recognize that vaccines indeed have the power to create shifts in relationships. The U.S. is a key player in the region and their role in providing aid has the power to cement
and strengthen their own relationships within the region, while China and Russia compete to do the same.
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